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The aim of the dissertation 

 

In the framework of my PhD thesis I completed the chronological evaluation of the find materials of 

early Roman Age settlement details excavated along the northern stretch of the Hernád River on 

Hungarian territory.  

 

The relevance of the topic as well as the selection of the geographical area is justified by the current 

state of Hungarian research on the Roman Age Barbaricum. In contrary to the Sarmatian settlement 

area, there has been no recent systematic evaluation and publication of settlement find materials 

from the territory of the North Hungarian Mountains. The Hernád Valley belonged to the settlement 

area of the Przeworsk culture, spreading over Northern Hungary from the 2
nd

 century AD. Beside 

Hungarian archaologists, the research of this cultural complex involves colleagues from Romania, 

Slovakia as well as the Ukraine. An important goal of the dissertation was to give a detailed 

presentation and evaluation of the archaeological material of a geographical region, which has been 

quite unknown so far for both Hungarian and foreign research, in order to complement our present 

knowledge of the era. 

 

Systematical archaeological survey started in the beginning of the 1960s in the territory of Borsod-

Abaúj-Zemplén Country however, it came to a halt in the next decade. Until the change of the 

political system in 1989, excavation and documentation methods used at smaller scale excavations 

mirrored those of the 1960-70s. During the last 25 years, the number of known Roman Age 

settlements has significantly grown mostly due to preventive excavations, as major investments 

started in this county as well. The extensive fieldwork presented a great possibility to settlement 

research, however the full potential of this has not yet been exploited in the geographical area in 

question. 

 

The northern section of the Hungarian course of the Hernád Valley is an area easy to define both 

geographically and archaeologically. The selection of this representative region is justified by the 

fact that it shows a relatively high concentration of Roman Age settlements, known mostly from 

field surveys. The findspots are situated along water courses on terraces 120-200 metres above sea 

level. The southern border of their expansion is approximately the line of present day settlements 

Abaújszántó, Gibárt, Vizsoly and Novajidrány. The area has a considerably rich archaeological 

record. Beside the find material of the small scale excavations carried out in the vicinity of Arka 

and Garadna in the 1960s, the dissertation is based on the find assemblages, which came to light 

during the preventive excavations preceding the reconstruction works of main road no. 3 leading 

from Miskolc to Košice/Kassa. Between 2002 and 2004, an area of more than 35,000 square metres 

altogether has been excavated on the outskirts of the settlements Garadna and Hernádvécse, 

yielding Roman Age settlement remains. The dissertation includes the detailed evaluation of the 

find material of five settlements from four locations. The more than 500 archaeological features as 

well as the 16,000 archaelogical artefacts lay a solid foundation for the survey. 

 

The large extension of the settlements, the up-to-date documentation at hand as well as the fact that 

the find material has not yet been sorted, necessitated a survey method different in several ways 

from that used in former research. This problem is not specific to the Roman Age, the amount and 

nature of the find material from large-scale settlement excavations implies a challenge to 

researchers of any archaeological period. Therefore the other main aim of the dissertation is of 

methodological nature. Beside the traditional evaluation my goal was to create a new system of 

processing fit to handle find assemblages counting several tens of thousands of pieces, as well as 

providing answers to questions asked from a new perspective. Following a traditional analysis of 

the cultural connections I interpreted the sites from a relative chronological and inner structural 

point of view, partly using mathematical statistic methods. In this I had a dual goal: first, I aimed at 

a new approach and model for synthetizing the data coming from the evaluation of single artefact 
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types with an overall evaluation of the site. I believe this to be essential when investigating the 

spatial and chronological relations of settlement structure, its transformation as well as household 

units and zones of different domestic acitivies. My analyses can also be considered as a trial of the 

multivariate mathematical statistic methods which are a promising perspective for future research. 

Thus, the dissertation raised the issue of the applicability of these procedures, becoming widely 

used in Hungarian research, in the case of Roman Age barbarian settlement archaeology. 

 

Structure and methods of the dissertation 

 

Based on methodology, the dissertation can be divided into two main parts. As our knowledge of 

the area in question has so far been rather scarce, the main aim of the first part of the dissertation 

was the promptest possible presentation of the archaeological features as well as the find material, 

followed by the introduction of the new pieces of information into the present state of research of 

the era. To complete this task, I turned to more traditional archaeological survey methods such as 

typology, artefacts and artefact types with a specific dating, as well as cross-dating. In the second 

part of the dissertation I examined the settlements from the aspect of internal chronology, settlement 

structure, zones of different domestic acitivies, and also the functionality of the finds, using 

mathematical statistic methods.  

 

According to our present knowledge, the archaeological material attributed to the Przeworsk culture 

from the Upper Tisza region shows strong microregional variance. Therefore the settlements were 

presented separately in the dissertation, so that their unique features as well as the differences 

between them are clear. The presentation of each settlement starts with a general description of the 

site, followed by the presentation of the archaeological features based on structural and formal 

criteria. The second volume of the dissertation includes the detailed description of the features. The 

introduction of the find material begins with ceramics, classified according to typology. As there 

were all together more than 15,000 pottery sherds to be evaluated, I excluded the traditional way of 

textual description. Instead, I included the relevant data in a spreadsheet, also to be found in the 

second volume. The presentation of the ceramic find material is followed by that of the metal and 

glass objects, clay objects, bone and stone tools. There were only a limited amount of these, 

therefore the detailed description of the objects is included in the main text of the dissertation. 

 

Absolute chronology, archaeological parallels 

 

A survey into the absolute dating and cultural connections of the settlements is integral to the 

presentation of the find material. This is based on the parallels of the archaeological features and 

finds. The absolute lifespan of a settlement can only be determined approximately. As we lack 

natural science data sources, it is the chronologically sensitive artefacts, mostly originating from the 

Roman Empire, which can be used to define a terminus post quem within the geographical area and 

era in question. 

 

I also used the parallels of the find material to trace the cultural connections of the settlements. In 

this I presumed that the appearance and spread of certain structural solutions, artefact types, unique 

elements of form and style indicate a cultural relationship and/or a similar chronological setting. As 

this line of thought follows the former, traditional archaeological survey methods, it is easy to 

integrate and compare the new data with previous research results. The related chapters are thus 

descriptive the results are based on relevant published data. 
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Inner chronology, settlement structure, functional analysis 

 

In the case of those settlements which provided the necessary information, I made a survey into 

inner chronology, settlement structure as well as areal functional organization, the method of which 

differs from the traditional approach of archaeological evaluation. 

In Hungarian research, there is no standardized practice when it comes to the study of the inner 

structure of Roman Age barbarian horizontal settlements. Instead of the observation of the situation 

of features and groups of features, recent studies increasingly rely on the systematic processing of 

the find material.  

 

In contrary to the Sarmatian settlement area, the research of the germanic Barbaricum in the 

Carpathian Basin has an inevitable connection to the German school. This means that it is not the 

inner structure of the settlements that research is centered around, but rather the different types of 

settlements. Therefore the emphasis is more likely on the distinction between feature and settlement 

types instead of the evaluation of the find material. Detailed studies include a separation of the 

feature types according to their form, that is, a morphology-based typology and comparison of 

structures visible on the map of the settlement. On the contrary, the Anglo-Saxon school 

concentrates on the distinction of individual domestic units, households within a settlement, 

focusing on questions of function and social archaeology. Although these two approaches are 

different, they do not contradict but rather complement each other. 

 

Defining domestic units and households 

 

So far there has been no attempt to separate domestic units or households within settlements of the 

Barbaricum in the Carpathian Basin. The 'household' is a manifold concept, concerning not only 

material culture, but also the role of a certain group of people within a community, and the 

economic, ritual and social activity of its members. I basically approached this complex question 

from a functional viewpoint, thus I only used a few facets of the concept of the 'household' in my 

research.  

 

I find it important to pinpoint, that it is not possible to locate full households at the sites, at least not 

in the original sense of the concept, as there are several factors which cannot be investigated by the 

methods of archaeology. We can only rely on the data at hand: archaeological features and find 

assemblages. Therefore I decided to put the question the other way round, and approach the issue of 

the domestic units within a settlement from the remnants of this structure, rather than its original, 

complete form. 

 

It is fundamental that not only a single artefact, an artefact type, a settlement type or settlement 

feature, but also a household can be specific to an archaeological culture. This means that the 

structure and composition of a household or a domestic unit within a settlement is characteristic to a 

certain culture, moreover it characterizes the settlement, that is, the community itself. As the 

concept of the household includes the schemes of behaviour as well as the material culture, we can 

state that the spreading of domestic waste within a settlement can be considered specific of the 

culture, more precisely, of a certain group of people. Based on this assertation, I examined and 

compared the patterns perceptible in the spread of domestic waste. Focusing on single domestic 

units and households, I regarded the hithertho defined functions of a household as a starting point. 

Most of the data derived from the find material likely represents production and distribution 

(including consumption), that is, the basic self-supporting functions of individuals or groups. As the 

find assemblage mainly consists of ceramics and animal bones, I primarily investigated eating 

habits. I also dealt with the remains indicating other domestic production, for example iron- and 

boneworking, weaving, et cetera. My fundamental concept was that a household should yield the 

traces of all the basic self-supporting activities which were present at a settlement.  
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In summary, I simplyfied the complex method of identifying households: with production and 

distirbution in view, I analysed the settlement waste and the possible functions of settlement 

features. 

 

In the dissertation I gave special emphasis to a question which has been constantly debated in early 

Roman Age research: the function of semi-subterranean buildings (Grubenhaus). The quasi lack of 

aboveground buildings as well as the possible function of small-sized, semi-subterranean buildings 

(mostly described as pit dwellings in archaeological literature) is a recurrent problem for the 

researchers of the Roman Age Barbaricum. I also encountered this dilemma in the case of the 

Przeworsk culture settlements included in the dissertation, therefore I aimed at creating a survey 

method which could bring us closer to a realistic interpretation of the function of these semi-

subterranean structures.  

 

Because of its experimental nature, I found it advisable to separate this investigation from the 

traditional presentation of the find material and its evaluation. While using archaeological parallels 

may be considered exact, an evaluation of inner structure can only be regarded as a model. For a 

functioning model it is necessary to define premises. According to my system, domestic units 

within a settlement can be separated under the following conditions: 

 

No. 1 The accumulation of settlement waste is continuous. 

With this I state that the life of the settlement was uninterrupted within the investigated time period, 

the waste, accumulated as a result of the activity of the households, filled the settlement features 

with no chronological hiatus. 

 

No. 2 The find material coming from a single feature can be considered a closed assemblage. 

To be able to compare the assemblages, it is necessary to handle them as closed although it is clear 

that they may have accumulated over a longer period of time. 

 

No. 3 The find material coming from a feature represents (at least to some extent) the original 

function of that feature. 

This stipulation is closely connected to no. 4. Even though most of the features were filled with 

domestic waste, this premise must be taken into account when defining their original function. 

 

No. 4 Waste and articles of personal use were disposed of at their original place of 

accumulation/usage or in its close surroundings. 

This stipulation may seem quite rigid, as different types of waste may have been disposed of in 

different ways. Still, as we cannot make a hierarchy between find types, at this moment we can only 

draw conclusions with regard to this premise. 

 

No. 5 Sorting of the find materials from earlier excavations was done with regard of their original 

proportional composition. 

This premise concerns the find materials of the sites Arka-Fónyi patak and Garadna-Kastély zug. 

The information value of these smaller scale settlements is rather limited, nevertheless I completed 

some of the analyses with these find assemblages as well. 

 

No. 6 It is possible to define the original function attached to the find material. 

The fact that articles used in domestic activities can be identified and that their spatial spread is in 

connection with the place of the activity itself, is fundamental to the analysis of functional units 

within a settlement. 
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Pottery inventory of the households 

 

Following the reconstruction of areal functional organization (domestic units) within the 

settlements, I focused on the definition of the assortment of utensils and objects of everyday use. 

Due to taphonomic reasons, no full reconstruction of an inventory belonging to a unit was possible. 

Thus, in my research I relied mainly on the largest available object group with the highest 

information value: ceramics. In the dissertation I use the term 'household’s pottery inventory' 

instead of dinner service. The separation between the vessels used for different purposes can be 

done according to vessel forms. Based on this, I created three main groups: table ware for food 

consumption, cooking vessels used to prepare food and storage vessels. Within these functional 

groups I described two subgroups: vessels for liquids and solid food. This system does not match 

precisely the traditional typology of Roman Age barbarian ceramics, but my interest lay not in the 

changes of form and decoration styles of vessels, but rather in the transformation of eating habits. 

My survey can only be regarded as a model and a hypothetical reconstruction. In summary, it is not 

possible to precisely describe the complete household pottery assortment in a certain period. 

Instead, we can only make a close assumption to its proportional composition. 

 

Mathematical statistic analyses 

 

In some of my evaluations I used multivariate mathematical statistic methods. On the one hand, this 

was justified by the large amount of finds to be analysed: 2,206 pottery sherds from Hernádvécse, 

as well as 12,916 pottery sherds and 12,312 animal bone pieces from the Site Garadna-Kovács 

tanya. A traditional comparison and evaluation of such an amount of finds, or their depiction in the 

form of spreadsheets or diagramms is quite impossible. On the other hand, a more important reason 

for using mathematical statistic methods was that I did not only want the presence of the structures 

to be perceptible, but also their absence. With data input based on the correct premises, previously 

unknown tendencies and coherences may reveal themselves. 

Out of the mathematical statistic methods I employed correspondence analysis as well as cluster 

analysis, I completed the evaluations with Past version 3.0, while the principal component analysis 

and factor analysis was done in SPSS 22.0. 

 

At the center of the dissertation there are the evaluations of the five settlement details. Their 

presentation and investigation was done according to the same methods: the description of the site 

and the excavation is followed by the systematic presentation of the settlement features and the find 

material along with their archaeological parallels. Based on the results, I investigated the data 

concerning the absolute chronology of the settlements, and determined the most probable period of 

their occupation. Furthermore, based on the archaeological parallels I attempted to draw the cultural 

connections of the settlements. In the case of the settlement details with sufficient information value 

such as Hernádvécse-Nagy rét sites no. 4, 5, 6 and 7 as well as Garadna-Kovács tanya site no. 1, I 

made a detailed investigation of inner chronology and transformations of settlement structure. 

Through the functional analysis of the settlement features and the find material I studied the places 

of domestic activities within the settlements and finally reconstructed the household pottery 

assortment. A detailed, comparative analysis of the settlements is included in the summary of the 

dissertation. 
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Research results 

 

Results gained through the processing and evaluation of the find material can be grouped, 

correspondingly to the structure of evaluation in the case of the settlements, according to 

chronology, cultural connections and functional analysis. 

 

Results concerning chronology 

 

The absolute chronological situation of the early Roman Age barbarian settlements of the Hernád 

Valley does not match precisely the time period given in the title of the dissertation. It is utmost 

problematic to define the beginning of the era. Archaeologically this geographical area is connected 

to the Košice/Kassa Basin, in which Slovakian research reckons with the find material belonging 

the so-called Daco-Celtic horizon in the 1
st
 century AD. In the region researched in the dissertation, 

beside a few objects of Celtic origin collected as stray finds and fragments of graphitic situlae, no 

artefacts came to light which would indicate a late Iron Age antecendent for the Germanic 

settlements. No examples of the Dacian type coarse ware with plastic decoration were found either. 

Within the settlement find assemblages I analysed, there was no obvious horizon datable to the 1
st
 

century AD. A possible explanation to this may be regional differences in the late Iron Age-early 

Roman Age settlement of the area. 

 

I outlined the absolute chronological situation of the Roman Age settlemens according to some 

chronologically sensitive artefacts, mostly of Roman origin. Most of the Przeworsk settlements of 

the Upper Tisza region and the Hernád Valley can be dated from the 2
nd

 century AD. In all of the 

settlements included in the dissertation, a clear horizon datable to the end of the 2
nd

 century – turn 

of the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 centuries could be documented. Some artefacts with a solid dating, such as a 

Sarmatian belt buckle, Roman 'Kniefibel' as well as fragments of mortaria and glassware, 

furthermore fragments of terra sigillata produced at the Rheinzabern and Westerndorf workshops 

can indeed be dated to this period, but only at their place of production, while a much longer period 

of use can be assumed in the Barbaricum. An even more problematic area is the dating of the 

settlements within the 3
rd

-4
th

 centuries AD. The Almgren 158 type bent-foot fibulae, terra sigillata 

from the Pfaffenhofen workshop and bone combs with curved back do not mark a narrower time 

period within the late Roman Age. Based on the fragment of a Roman conical glass beaker and a 

two-sided bone comb, the settlement at Garadna-Kovács tanya was certainly occupied until the 

middle third of the 4
th

 century AD. Due to its uninterrupted occupation, this settlement presented a 

fine basis for chronological investigations concerning the middle and late Roman Age.  

 

With respect to the investigated sites we can state that the settlements datable to the turn of the 2
nd

 

and 3
rd

 centuries AD or to the first half of the 3
rd

 century based on artefacts of Roman origin, may 

have lived far longer. According to the evaluation of the Garadna-Kovács tanya site, the northern 

part of the Hernád Valley was settled until the end of the late Roman Age. 

 

The spread of wheel thrown pottery with stamped decoration plays an important role in the 

chronology of the Przeworsk settlements in the Carpathian Basin. It is noteworthy that only very 

few specimens of this type of ceramics came to light along the Hungarian section of the Hernád 

River, despite the short geographical distance from the pottery workshops and a large amount of 

stamped pottery that turned up in the find material of the contemporary settlements. The lack of 

stamped pottery may be of chronological importance, indicating that the life of the settlements 

presented in the dissertation ended about the very start of the production of this ceramic type. 

However, the evaluation of the find material from the Garadna-Kovács tanya site, which can be 

considered representative, shows that the lack of stamped ceramics in this case is due to a 

geographical and not a chronological deviation. As the pottery assemblage of this settlement lacks 

not only ceramics with stamped decoration, but the amount of pottery with incised, smoothed or 
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plastic decoration is also minimal, this can probably be explained as a fashion phenomenon. This 

may be true in the case of all the settlements excavated along the Hungarian section of the Hernád 

Valley. 

 

Cultural connections 

 

The best parallels of the finds from the Roman Age settlements included in the dissertation are to 

present in the find materials of the contemporary settlements from the Slovakian part of the Upper 

Tisza region, and more precisely from the Košice/Kassa Basin. The Hernád Valley, a 

geographically rather closed area, preserved archaic cultural elements much longer than the areas 

east of the Slovak Ore Mountains. The largest difference can be detected in the times following the 

formation of Dacia provincia: with the start of the production of wheel thrown pottery in the 

Barbaricum at the beginning of the 3
rd

 century AD, pottery manufacturing in the geographical area 

of the Partium and Transsylvania transformed at a different pace. The products of those pottery 

workshops which emerged along the Hernád River at this same time and supplied the settlements in 

their close vicinity, constitute a discrete group. Fine, hand-formed Przeworsk-type pottery survived 

until the end of the Roman Age, although in much smaller numbers as wheel thrown ceramics 

gradually gained importance. However, the proportion of this type of hand-made, fine pottery in the 

area was still higher than in the eastern regions. Change did not only show in pottery technology but 

also in ceramic forms and functions: the assorment of several types of hand-made pots, small bowls 

and mugs was gradually complemented with different types of wheel thrown vessels. 

 

Aside from a single belt buckle from Garadna-Kovács tanya, there is no other evidence as to a 

direct connection to the Sarmatian settlement area. The explicit difference of the material culture 

does not only show in the pottery assemblage but also with respect to other types of objects. 

 

Likewise, no significant connection can be traced toward the western, Germanic (Quad) settlement 

area. There are indeed some pottery forms and types of decoration, which are characteristic of the 

West-Slovakian territories, but the number of fragments is infinitestimal within the find 

assemblages. 

 

Based on the find material, cultural connections between the Roman Empire and areas settled by the 

Przeworsk culture in the Carpathian Basin cannot be treated as uniform. There are far more artefacts 

of Roman origin in the find assemblages of East-Slovakian barbarian settlements than in those on 

the norhwestern fringes of Dacia. Terra sigillata export towards the Carpathian Barbaricum could 

have arrived in several waves, as it is shown even in the differences between the origin (workshops) 

of the Terra sigillata vessels found in the Quad, Sarmatian and Przeworsk territories. As the 

chronological aspects of the use of Roman pottery manufactured at different workshops are quite 

unsettled when speaking of the Barbaricum, the differences in Roman import are more precisely 

expressed in the ceramic forms and types. The pottery assortment of Roman origin in the Upper 

Tisza region differs from that of the Sarmatian territory. Based on the detailed evaluation of the 

ceramics assemblage of the settlements excavated in the Hernád Valley, especially Garadna-Kovács 

tanya, we can state that from the viewpoint of use the form of the Roman vessels was more 

important than its origin. For example, small-sized vessels, such as Drag. 33 type cups and Drag. 

52/54 type mugs only appeared in the settlements as long as the local, small-sized vessels formed 

part of the household pottery assortment anyway. But as these disappeared along with the 

transformation of the assortment, a large proportion of fine ware was made up of semicircular bowls 

complemented with Drag. 37 type Terra sigillata bowls by the inhabitants of the settlements. 

 

In contrary to the Slovakian Quad territory, Roman import is scant in the Upper Tisza region. 

However, Roman pottery forms exactly complement the local range of ceramic types. In the 

Przeworsk settlement area the production and spread of wheel thrown pottery started already in the 
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first half of the 3
rd

 century AD. A speciality of the Przeworsk culture is that wheel thrown pottery 

forms were shaped according to the local, hand-made fine ware. This means, that it were not the 

products of the new pottery workshops which influenced local handicraft, but potters rather tried to 

reproduce biconical forms – archaic elements of Germanic pottery – by means of the new 

technology. This process finally created a distinctive range of pottery forms, considerably different 

from that of the neighbouring territories. 

 

According to the evaluation of the ceramic finds of the settlements along the Hernád Valley, these 

were inhabited by communities eager to preserve their strong local traditions. Cultural connections 

were quite alive towards the Roman Empire, while the connections to other communities of the 

Barbaricum seem rather scant. 

 

From the last quarter of the 4
th

 century AD the cultural connections of the region in question show a 

definite transformation. The early Hun Age horizon of the settlement at Hernádvécse introduces a 

different direction of cultural connections than in the Roman Age, it belongs to the rare, newly 

founded settlements in the Upper Tisza region. The unique elements of the pottery assemblage as 

well as the forms of bowls have their best parallels in the find material of sites excavated in the 

territory of the former Pannonia provincia and Moravia. Settlement continuity, undisturbed in the 

Hernád Valley during the Roman Age, breaks at the turn of the 4
th

-5
th

 centuries AD. The settlement 

detail from the early Hun Age excavated at Hernádvécse-Nagy rét site no. 4 bears evidence to the 

arrival of a newly arrived community with wide cultural connections spreading the whole 

Carpathian Basin. 

 

The evolution of material culture, space management 

 

The sites of the Przeworsk culture in the Carpathian Basin show strong microregional variance. 

With a detailed study of the archaeological material these differences became perceptible not only 

within pottery production but also with respect to settlement structure, space management and the 

household’s pottery inventory. 

The find assemblage of the Garadna-Kovács tanya site shows a community with steady cultural 

connections, settling the same place for a longer period. Within the ceramic assemblage fine hand-

made Przeworsk ware has an important role with special, locally evolved forms, characteristic of 

the settlement. The same tendency is demonstrable in the case of hand-made coarse bowls and pots. 

According to the Roman Age trend, the wheel thrown pottery assortment of the settlement could 

have been produced in one of the – as yet unknown – pottery workshops in the vicinity, supplying a 

limited area. The proportions of pottery forms and types within the ceramic assemblage of the 

Garadna site as well as a few direct analogies show strong resemblance to the assortment of wheel 

thrown ceramics from the Slovakian Trstené pri Hornáde/Abaújnádasd settlement, one of the 

earliest Przeworsk sites in Eastern Slovakia according to our present knowledge.  

 

The settlement unearthed at Hernádvécse-Nagy rét sites no. 4, 5, 6 and 7, datable to the turn of the 

2
nd

 and 3
rd

 centuries AD, yielded a different material culture. Table ware consisted almost 

exclusively of hand-made fine, polished vessels, while wheel thrown pieces appeared only 

occasionally. The archaic, uniform shapes of fine ware, the absence of wheel trown pottery 

indicating a lack of regional cultural connections as well as the small number of large storage 

vessels hints to a newly arrived community.  

 

These two settlements fit well with the formerly circumscribed colonization horizons in the 

Carpathian Basin. The peoples populating the Upper Tisza region in the 2
nd

 century were joined by 

new groups of immigrants during the Marcomannic Wars. The way of life and material culture of 

these two groups of people show clear differences which manifest in the archaeological material of 

the Garadna and Hernádvécse settlements described above. In summary, the two waves of 
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settlement can now be demonstrated in the sites unearthed in Hungary as well. 

 

Beside the different composition and cultural connections of the find materials, differences in the 

way of life and space management are also visible between the two settlements. 

The Garadna-Kovács tanya settlement streched approximately 580-600 metres south-north. The 

household units, situated 15-20-30 metres apart, consisted of one building supported by numerous 

posts, two or three buildings with six posts, as well as one large and two or three smaller clay pits 

filled with household waste. The rectangular fireplaces came to light in north-south and east-west 

rows strictly within the territory flanked by the buildings. Cylindrical, beehive-shaped and 

cambered storage pits came to light among the other settlement feature groups. According to the 

functional analysis of settlement structure, this strictly defined space of 30-35 metres was the scene 

of household activities. Beside the preparation and consumption of food, weaving could take place 

in this same space. The scene of food preparation and storage did not clearly separate from where 

other domestic activities, such as leather processing were done. The animal bone waste accumulated 

during food consumption was deposited again elsewhere. All these activities took place within the 

territory defined by the groups of buildings. Single activities were in no connection with certain 

types of settlement features, therefore it is not possible to attribute them to single buildings or 

structures. Households were renewed at the same spot, indicating contiuous space management. 

 

At the Roman Age site of Hernádvécse-Nagy rét a different settlement structure came to light. 

The household units were located along the Bársonyos Creek at about 180-200 metres from each 

other. In the centre of the household occupying an area of some 100-150 metres there was a larger 

aboveground structure supported by numerous posts and a semi-subterranean building with six 

posts. 40 metres both north and south of these a group of a larger and two smaller clay pits were 

situated, filled with domestic waste. The rectangular fireplaces were dug at this same distance from 

the centre, also in north-south rows but in a discrete group, separated from other features. Finally, 

another smaller building with either two or no posts and surrounding storage pits completed the 

domestic unit, situated some 30-40 metres from the clay pits. According to functional analysis, 

different domestic activities were carried out at separate locations within the households. Food 

preparation and consumption and weaving shows a connection also at this settlement, however, here 

these activities were carried out in the larger aboveground and semi-subterranean buildings 

supported by posts. Waste accumulating in the buildings was deposited in the clay pits, 30-40 away 

metres from the houses. Based on the find material collected from them, the smaller structures with 

two posts served as places for the preparation of food and maybe other industrial activities. The pits 

surrounding them were used for storing. In summary, at Hernádvécse space was managed so that 

each individual domestic activity was practiced at a distinct location. Aside from this, the 

Hernádvécse settlement resembles the Garadna-Kovács tanya site in the fact that the households 

were renewed within the same zone. 

 

The model I have created, focusing on function and space management, brought numerous results 

based on the settlements presented in the dissertation. 

 

One of the questions I have formulated at the beginning of my study concerned the possible 

identification of the function of semi-subterranean buildings (Grubenhaus). Hernádvécse-Nagy rét 

site no. 4 gave a fine basis for the comparison of the two constructions, in this regard, the settlement 

can be considered as a case-study. The functional analysis of the find material showed that the same 

activities were carried out in the larger aboveground buildings and the smaller semi-subterranean 

ones. This means we cannot exclude the possibility that the 15-20 square metres large semi-

subterranean buildings supported by posts could have served as dwellings. 

 

The original function of the rectangular fireplaces unearthed at the early Roman Age settlements of 

the Hernád Valley remains unclear. Based on the settlemens excavated at Garadna-Kovács tanya 
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and Hernádvécse-Nagy rét sites no. 4, 5, 6 and 7 these features could be the remains of a repetitive 

activity closely connected to the household and the group of people living in it. 

 

Irrespectively of typology, the pottery spectrum shows a contiuous change between the 2
nd

 and 5
th

 

centuries AD. At the end of the 2
nd

 century AD table ware was dominated by hand-made pottery. 

Beside bowls and smaller dishpans for the consumption of solid food, pots and mugs were also 

present for liquids, completed by wheel thrown jugs. The variability of vessel types is also 

perceptible in the case of cooking vessels: beside bowls and several types of pots, smaller dishpans 

and mugs, as well as lids were in frequent use. In the pottery assemblages of the settlement details 

with the earliest parallels small dishpans were still present both among table ware and cooking 

vessels, and oven pans also occur. 

 

During the 3
rd

 and 4
th

 centuries AD the effacement of the consumption of solid food is perceptible.  

Small dishpans disappeared from the assortments of table ware and cooking vessels, and the 

proportion of bowls used in food preparation dropped significantly. However, pots and mugs for 

storing and preparing liquid food-stuff remained in use. The rise of the proportion of wheel thrown 

jugs within the pottery assortment is an obvious sign of the growing importance of liquid food-

stuffs in contrast to solid food. At the same time there has been a considerable growth in the number 

of large storage vessels which can be traced until the end of the era and indicates an obvious 

increase in storing capacity. 

 

Based on the early Hunnic Age settlement horizon at Hernádvécse, the transformation of pottery 

production took place at the turn of the 4
th

 and 5
th

 centuries AD. In contrary to material culture and 

cultural connections, eating habits did not change considerably. The rise of the importance of liquid 

storing vessels continued, the outstandingly high amount of jugs is characteristic of the period. The 

most conspicuous difference is the significant drop in the number of large storage vessels. In my 

opinion this phenomenon is in connection with the disappearance of storage pits and hints to a 

brand new strategy of storing food-stuffs. 

 

To summarize the results of the dissertation, we can state that the aims set at the beginning of the 

survey were achieved. The study fills a gap in Hungarian research as it presents the systematic, up-

to-date evaluation of the settlement history of a region which has received little attention so far. 

With the detailed processing of the find material, the Hungarian territories can be integrated with 

the international research of the Roman Age of the Upper Tisza region. 

 

The other, methodological conclusion of the dissertation is likewise very important. Based on my 

survey we can now state that archaeological questions put in the correct way may be answered by 

the means of mathematical statistic methods in the case of this research area. I trust that the model I 

have created may be useful for future research, especially in the case of vast find assemblages of 

large-scale settlement excavations, the processing of which constituted a methodological problem 

until now. 

 

With the help of my model focusing on functionality and space management, single domestic units 

and households within a settlement became distinguishable. It requires further research as to how 

these units correspond with the cognitive elements of the previously described concept of 

'household' in archaeology. Although I used mathematical statistic methods in this analysis as well, 

it is rather the novel approach to the question which should be highlighted. A survey into the 

households can act as link between the research of the settlement as a whole and the evaluation of 

the find material, offering a new perspective for settlement research. 


